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Mark Siderits and J. Dervin O'Brien Zeno and Nigirjuna on motion

Similarities and differences between Zeno's Paradoxes and Nagarjuna's
(MMK
argumentsagainstmotion in ChapterII of Mula-mddhyamika-kirika
II) have alreadybeen remarkedby numerousscholarsof Indianphilosophy.
Thus for instance Kajiyamarefers to certain of Nagarjuna'sargumentsas
"Zeno-like,"land Murti seeks to show that Nagarjuna'sdialecticis innately
superiorto Zeno's.2In bothcasesthe assumptionis madethatZeno'sarguments
are specious;the authorsseek to dissociateNagarjuna'sdestructivedialectic
from the taint of the best-knownpiece of destructivedialecticin the Western
tradition.On Brumbaugh'sanalysisof the four Paradoxes,however,Zeno's
argumentsare seen to form a coherentwhole which, as a whole,constitutesa
valid argumentagainsta certaintype of naturalphilosophy(valid, that is, so
long as one does not accept Cantoriantalk of "higher-orderinfinities").The
targetof the Paradoxesis now seenas Pythagoreanatomism,withits curiousand to the modernmind incompatible-mixture of the principlesof continuity
and discontinuityas appliedto the analysisof space and time. Zeno's genius
lies in separatingout of this muddlethe four possiblepermutationsof spatiotemporalanalysis,and then constructinga paradoxto show the implausibility
of each account.Only on this interpretationof the Paradoxescan we account
for the renownwhichthey enjoyedin the ancientworld.3
As we shall see, however, the atomisms of ancient India were strikingly
similarin severalrespectsto the doctrinesof Pythagoreanism.This and the
clearcorrespondenceof at least one of Nagarjuna'sargumentsagainstmotion
to one of Zeno's Paradoxes,lead us to wonder whethera new look at the
relationshipbetweenthe two philosophersmightnot be in order.In particular,
we wonderwhether,armedwith the insightinto atomisticdoctrinesand their
refutationwhich Brumbaugh'sanalysis affords,we might be able to give a
more plausibleinterpretationof at least some of Nagarjuna'sargumentsthan
has hithertobeen possible.Thereis no questionbut that Zeno and Nagarjuna
put their respectiverefutationsof motion to completelydifferentuses. The
questionis whetherthe two employsimilarstrategies.On our understandingof
the Paradoxesa sympatheticaccountof Nagarjunais no longer in dangerof
"contamination"from specious Eleatic reasoning.Thus the principalaim of
the following will be to exhibitwhat seem to us to be some strikingparallels
betweencertainof Zeno's and Nagarjuna'sarguments,both in methodologies
and in targets.
Eleatic philosophy, of which Parmenideswas the principalexponent and
Zeno the staunch defender,was in part an attack on Pythagoreanscience,
which explainedthe world in terms of a multiplicityof opposing principles.
The Eleaticsmaintainedthat Beingwas fundamentallyone and unchangingand therefore,of course,immovable.Sucha counterintuitivepositionrequired
exceptionallystrongargumentsto supportit, the best of whichwere supplied
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by Zeno. The rigorof his argumentsoverwhelmedhis contemporaries,and the
most famousof thesearguments,the Paradoxes,continuesto fascinatelaymen
and philosophersalike.
Many attempts have been made to explain these Paradoxes. Taken as
separateand independentarguments,they rangefromthe peculiarto the silly;
yet in the ancient world they enjoyed an enormous reputation.The best
resolution of this problem is that offered by Robert Brumbaughin The
Philosophersof Greece: The Paradoxesshould be viewed, not as separate
arguments,but as four parts of a single argument,each part designed to
refuteone possibleinterpretationof Pythagoreanphilosophyof nature.
Because for many years the Pythagoreanorder imposed a rigid code of
secrecyupon its members,it is impossibleto determinewith any certainty
preciselywhat its officialdoctrinewas at any giventime. Howeverit seemsfair
to say that Pythagoreanscience was basicallyatomistic, the universebeing
conceivedof as additive, that is, composed of atoms or minims, indivisible
units of space and time. This conceptionmust have been
"smallest-possible"
dealta severeblow by the Pythagoreandiscoverythat the hypotenuseof a unit
right trianglewas incommensurablewith its sides, and that thereforethere
could be no one unit, however small, of which both could be composed.
Attemptsto resolve this difficultyled to great ambiguityas to the natureof
atoms, which variedaccordingto context from entitiesof definitemagnitude
to dimensionlesspoints and instants.The Pythagoreansmaintainedboth that
the world was composed of atoms and that any magnitudewas infinitely
divisible.No one definitionof the atom would suffice.If it weretakento have
definitemagnitude,then therewould be lineswhichcould not be bisected,and
no magnitudewouldbe infinitelydivisible;if, on the otherhand,the atomwere
made dimensionlessto give infinite divisibility,no quantity of such atoms
could ever add up to any magnitudeat all. Accordingto Brumbaugh,Zeno's
Paradoxesweredesignedto bringout the inherentabsurditiesof sucha world
view and to show that, howeverone interpretedthis position, whicheverof its
premisesone adopted,no accountof motion could be givenwhichdid not end
in absurdity.Whetherspaceand time wereatomisticor infinitelydivisible,no
intelligibleaccountof motion throughthemwas possible.
There are four possible combinationshere: Space might be continuous
(that is, infinitelydivisible)and time discrete(that is, composed of extended
minimsor atoms); or space might be discreteand time continuous;or both
mightbe continuous;or, again,both mightbe discrete.The BisectionParadox,
Achillesand the Tortoise,the Arrow,and the Stadiumare designedto refute,
respectively,each of these possibilities.Each Paradoxdepends for its effect
upon its propersuppressedpremiseconcerningthe natureof spaceand time.
The BisectionParadoxassumesthat spaceis continuous(infinitelydivisible)
and time discrete(atomistic).Zeno presentsit as follows:
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Aristotle Phys. Z9, 239bll
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... The first asserts the non-existence of motion on the ground that that which is
in locomotion must arrive at the half-way stage before it arrives at the goal...4
The problem here is that the walker is required to traverse an infinite series of
distances, which is impossible. Since time is discrete, in order to traverse each
of the distances involved, the walker requires at least one minim of time.
Therefore the journey requires an infinite number of such minims of time, that
is, an infinite duration, and for this reason it can never be completed.
The paradox of Achilles and the Tortoise assumes that space is discrete and
time continuous. It goes as follows:
Aristotle Phys. Z9, 239b14 E&6zpo; 6' 6 KcAOV#1EVO
'AXIt22eV. azT 6' oVTzoQ
TO
OTI
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The second is the so-called Achilles, and it amounts to this, that in a race the
quickest runner can never overtake the slowest, since the pursuer must first
reach the point whence the pursued started, so that the slower must always
hold a lead. This argument is the same in principle as that which depends on
bisection, though it differs from it in that the spaces with which we successively
have to deal are not divided into halves.5
In this case, the difficulty arises from the fact that there is an infinite series of
moments in which the tortoise is running. In each moment, the tortoise must
traverse at least one minim of space. In order to overtake the tortoise, Achilles
must traverse each spatial minim through which the tortoise has passed.
Therefore, Achilles would have to travel an infinite distance in order to catch
the tortoise. Like the Bisection Paradox, this problem can be simply stated
thus: one can never complete an infinite series.
The Arrow Paradox, on the other hand, assumes both space and time to be
continuous.
Aristotle Phys. Z9, 239b30 zpizTOQ ' O vVv pfrOei;, 0zt i 6OICTOQ
(ppojEvIr
Tr ACittBcveIv
TOvXpovov avyKcei~aOa
aovTfcivel & 7Tcapa
TazTycev.
?KtzTv vbVVOVyap TOVTzoV
oVcKiEazcT6 Vao2aoyTC6O;.
gp 61603tO
(Cf. ibid. 239b5, where,
however, the text is corrupt.)
The third is that already given above, to the effect that the flying arrow is at
rest, which result follows from the assumption that time is composed of
moments: if this assumption is not granted, the conclusion will not follow.6
Because time is infinitely divisible, and because moments thus have no duration,
at any given moment the arrow is standing still in a space equal to its length.
Therefore, it is at every moment at rest, and thus it never moves. Once again,
the problem can be simply stated: one cannot add a number of dimensionless
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instants together to achieve a duration; no matter how many such instants are
added together, their sum will always be zero.
The paradox of the Stadium is for the modern reader the most baffling of
the four, and our interpretation, which follows, differs from Brumbaugh's.
We agree with him, however, that this puzzle assumes both space and time to
be discrete-composed of minims.
Aristotle Phys. Z9, 239b33 TzE'apTzo6'

O iepi TOv Ev acTt6ip KlVOVoEVWV
? evccVTziaO
z&v
t7v zdTeouV; Tob azTo6ioVzCv 6
iov Oy7Kov7nap'
i'pooS,
oieZTci 'aov Eivcl Xp6vov TO 6ltAcaCoia
dno ifiaou, 'a(O rZTOel,?v cO aUvaLPOLIVlv
TOvijTaovv.

The fourth argument is that concerning the two rows of bodies, each row being
composed of an equal number of bodies of equal size, passing each other on a
race-course as they proceed with equal velocity in opposite directions, the one
row originally occupying the space between the goal and the middle point of
the course and the other that between the middle point and the starting-post.
This, he thinks, involves the conclusion that half a given time is equal to double
that time.7
Assume for the moment that we are speaking, as Zeno originally did, of bodies
rather than chariots. Assume a stationary body (A) divided into three sections,
each section being one minim long. Assume two more such bodies, one (B)
traveling past (A) from left to right at a certain velocity, the other (C) traveling
past (A) in the opposite direction at the same speed.
A
B

+

Let (B) be passing (A) at a velocity of one minim of space per minim of time.
Then in the time (one temporal minim) in which the front edge of (B) passes
one minim of (A), the front edge of (C) will pass two minims of (B), and in
doing so the front edge of (C) will pass one minim of (B) in halfa minim of time,
which is impossible, since the minim is by definition indivisible.
This puzzle would work just as well looked at in another way. If we say that
the second moving body (B) is passing the first (A) at the slowest possible
speed, that is, one minim of space per minim of time, then in the same duration
in which the front edge of (B) passes one minim of (C), it (B) will pass only half
a minim of (A), the stationary body, which is impossible, since, once again, the
minim is indivisible. Either way the key to understanding this Paradox lies in
understanding that Zeno is not here assuming the atomicity of empty space or
empty time; these concepts were foreign to the ancient Greeks, who thought
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instead in terms of the space-which-something-occupies, or the time-in-whichsomething-occurs. What is assumed here is, for example, the atomicity of the
space-which-something-occupies, and therefore the atomicity of that which
occupies the space, as well.
The interpretation of this Paradox turns on the phrase, "half a given time is
equal to double that time." It should be borne in mind that the wording here is
Aristotle's, not Zeno's, and that Aristotle clearly misunderstands this Paradox.
He thinks that Zeno reasons fallaciously that a given object traveling at a given
speed will pass two identical objects, one stationary and one itself in motion,
in the same amount of time. Modern exponents of this same interpretation
express it differently: Zeno, they say, is misled by his ignorance of the concept
of relative velocity. Whichever way the alleged fallacy is stated, Zeno is not
foolish enough to have committed it. He is not saying that (B) will pass (A)
(stationary) and (C) (moving at the same speed as (B) but in the opposite
direction) in the same amount of time; instead he is pointing out that, if (B) is
traveling at, for example, a speed of one minim of space per minim of time, it
will pass one minim of (A) in one minim of time, but it will pass one minim of(C)
in half a minim of time, thus dividing the indivisible minim, which is impossible.
The issue of relative velocity is irrelevant and anachronous.
Not one of these Paradoxes is, by itself, a convincing argument against
motion, but each, when taken to include its proper assumptions about the
nature of space and time, neatly disposes of one possible account of the universe
in which motion occurs. (Of course, some of these arguments would serve for
more than one case, but it is reasonable to assume that four were included for
the sake of elegance.) Once the Paradoxes are seen as a destructive tetralemna,
they then form an impressive demonstration that any additive conception of
the universe renders an intelligible account of motion impossible.
Furthermore, these puzzles then can be seen as part of a comprehensive
Eleatic argument against the possibility of motion. Fundamental to Eleatic
philosophy is the premise that what is unintelligible cannot exist. Therefore,
in order to demonstrate the impossibility of motion, one need only show that no
matter what kind of universe one assumes, no intelligible account of motion
can be given. It will then follow that motion cannot occur in any possible
universe.
We begin with the assumption that the universe must be either additive
(that is, made up of parts) or continuous (that is, made up, not of parts, but of a
continuous, unbroken substance). If it is additive, then there are three possibilities: (1) that the universe is composed of bodies separated by a void; or,
(2) that the universe is composed of minims; or (3) that the universe is composed
of dimensionless points and instants. Case (1) is disposed of by Parmenides
himself; he argues that the void is unintelligible, and therefore cannot exist,
thus rendering (1) impossible. All possible permutations of (2) and (3) are
refuted by Zeno's Paradoxes; no conceivable assortment of minims and
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dimensionless points and instants makes possible an intelligible account of
motion. Thus, on Eleatic terms, the universe cannot be additive.
On the other hand, if the universe is continuous, then motion can only be
explained in terms of compression and rarifaction. However, these are clearly
species of change, and Parmenides argues that change of any kind is impossible,
since it involves coming-to-be (that is, arising from nothing, which "nothing,"
since it is unintelligible, cannot exist) and passing-out-of-being (which requires
that something which exists commence to not-exist, which is likewise unintelligible and therefore impossible). These arguments, it should be noted, all
turn on the confusion of not-being (for example, being not-red) with nonbeing
(nonexistence). However, if we accept them, as Zeno apparently did, then they
do show that in a continuous universe, motion is impossible.
Thus, on Eleatic terms, no matter what kind of universe we supposecontinuous or additive-no intelligible account of motion can be given, and
therefore motion is impossible. Although this and other of their conclusions
never achieved wide acceptance, their arguments had enormous influence,
establishing the rationalist tradition in philosophy which survives until today.
Before we proceed to a direct examination of Nagarjuna's arguments against
motion, we should like to say a few words about the historical background
behind the writing of the Mila-madhyamika-karika (MMK), with particular
reference to Indian notions of space and time. While far less is known about
ancient Indian mathematics and physics than is known about their ancient
Greek counterparts, it is still possible to discern a few significant tendencies.
And these, it turns out, bear remarkable resemblances to developments in
Greece. It is known, for instance, that the Sulba geometers of perhaps the fifth
or sixth century B.C. discovered the incommensurability of the diagonal of a
square with its sides.8 Having done so, they then devised a means for computing
an approximate value of /. Significantly, however, this was perceived as no
more than an approximation. This suggests that they were aware that X/2 is
irrational, that is, that its precise value can never be given with a finite string of
numerals; and from here it is but a short step to the notion of a number continuum. That is, the mathematician who knows of the existence of irrationals
should soon come to see that there are infinitely many numbers between any
two consecutive integers. And with this realization comes the notion of infinite
divisibility. While we cannot say for certain that the Sulba geometers were
consciously aware of infinite divisibility, developments in Indian physics
require some source for the notion, and the sophistication of the Sulba school
makes it seem the likeliest place to look. The developments to which we refer
are the emergence of the curious atomistic doctrines of space and time. Material
atomism is quite common in classical Indian philosophy, and it appears to
have been maintained by Sramkhya, Nyaya, and Sarvastivada. For these
schools the paramiinuis the ultimate atomic component of all material entities.
While it is itself imperceptible, this paramdnu or ultimate atom is the material
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cause of all sensible objects. It is said to be dimensionless, partless, and indivisible, so that we may say that its size constitutes a spatial minim.9 In certain
respects, however, the paramiinu must be considered infinitesimal, that is, as
having some of the properties of a geometrical point. Thus the atomic size of
the paramanuis not properly additive: We should expect the size of the simplest
atomic compounds to be a function of two factors-number of component
atoms and atomic size-but only the first factor, number, is in fact involved in
computing atomic size.10 This is to say that the measure of a dyadic compound
is not twice the size of the constituent paramanu, but is rather a size which is
independently assigned to the dyad. Thus while the idea of an atomic size of
the paramanu suggests a doctrine of spatial minims, the doctrine that this size
is nonadditive suggests a conception of a truly dimensionless atom, that is,
a point.
Similar tendencies can be seen in some of the classical Indian theories of time.
Certainly the Sarhkhya theory of time must be considered at least quasiatomistic; the duration required for a physical atom to move its own measure
of space is said to be a ksana, or atomic unit of time. And in Abhidharma we
find an explicit temporal atomism, based on the notion of ksana as the atomic
duration of a dharmaor atomic occurrence. Here we also see a concern with the
problem of divisibility and indivisibility. The ksana is first defined as being of
imperceptibly short duration. In order to account for the processes which must
occur during the lifetime of a dharma, however, the ksana is divided into three
constituent phases: arising, standing, and ceasing-to-be. The process of
subdivision is then repeated, so that each phase of the ksana itself consists of
three subphases, giving in all nine subphases. But here the process of division
ends, the subphases being considered partless and indivisible, that is, temporal
minims. Thus the subphase can be considered a true atom of time, since it
exists outside the flow of time, in the manner of Whitehead's epochs."1
The natures of these atomisms in pre-Madhyamika Indian thought have
two important implications. First, they imply acceptance of the principle of
discontinuity as it applies to our notions of space and time. This is just what it
means to speak of minims of space (paramanu) and time (ksana subphase).
That there can be a least possible length and a least possible duration means
that space and time are not continuous but rather discontinuous-for example,
time does not flow like an electric clock, but rather it jumps like a hand-wound
clock. This is an inescapable consequence of saying that the paramanu is of
definite but indivisible extension, and that the ksana subphase is of definite but
indivisible duration.
The second implication of these atomisms is that their proponents implicitly
accepted the notion of spatiotemporal continuity. It is one thing to say that the
atoms of space or time are indivisible and partless; it is quite another to say
that they are dimensionless and nonadditive. The former assertion might be
seen as a counter to the argument of the opponent of atomism that since a
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physical atom is of definite extension, it must itself be divisible and so consist
of parts. To this the atomist replies by arbitrarily establishing the measure of
the atom as the least possible extension. But the second assertion, that the atom
is dimensionless and nonadditive, goes too far. It implicitly accepts the
opponent's thesis of infinite divisibility. The property of nonadditiveness
properly applies only to true geometrical points on a line. And with this notion
comes as well the idea that between any two points on a line there are an infinite
number of points; that is, the line consists of an infinite number of infinitesimal
points. This notion is, of course, suggested by the discovery of the irrationality
of x2/. Thus we are led to suppose that as with the Pythagoreans, so also in
India, the discovery of irrationals led to an atomic doctrine that treated space
and time as, in some respects, discontinuous and, in other respects, continuous.
Our aim is to show that some of Nagarjuna's arguments against motion, like
Zeno's Paradoxes, exploit the atomist's assumptions about continuity and
discontinuity of space and time. Before we turn to the direct examination of
these arguments, however, we must perform one brief final task-we must
inlicate the point of Nagarjuna's dialectical refutation of motion. I think we
may safely say that Nagarjuna's chief task in MMK is to provide a philosophical
rationale for the notion of isunyati or "emptiness," which is the key term in the
Prajfiparamita Sutras, the earliest Mahayana literature. What this comes to
is that he must show that all existents are "empty" or devoid of self-existence.
He must perform this task in such a way, however, as neither to propound
nihilism (which is considered a heresy by Buddhists) nor to generate class
paradoxes. To this end Nagarjuna constructs a dialectic which he considers
capable of reducing the metaphysical theories of his opponents (chiefly
Sarvastivada, Sramkhya,and Nyaya) either to contradiction or to a conclusion
which is unacceptable to the opponent. Unlike Zeno, however, Nagarjuna is
not refuting the theories of his opponents simply as a negative proof of his own
thesis: Nagarjuna has no thesis to defend-at least not at the object-level of
analysis where metaphysical theories compete with one another. Instead his
dialectic constitutes a meta-level critique of all the metaphysical theses
expounded by his contemporaries. One of Nagarjuna's chief techniques is to
exploit the hypostatization or reification which invariably accompanies
metaphysical speculation. This is to say that he is arguing against a strict
correspondence theory of truth and is in favor of a theory of meaning, which
takes into account such things as coherence and pragmatic and contextual
considerations. We may thus say that Nagarjuna seeks to demonstrate the
impossibility of constructing a rational speculative metaphysics.
As one step in this demonstration, MMK II seeks to show the nonviability
of any account of motion which makes absolute distinctions or which assumes a
correlation between the terms of the analysis and reals, that is, any analysis
which is not tied to a specific context or purpose but is propounded as being
universally valid. Thus once again Nagarjuna differs from Zeno-here, in that
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he is not arguingagainstthe possibilityof realmotion(indeedhe arguesagainst
rest as well), but only against the possibility of our giving any coherent,
universallyvalidaccountof motion.To this end he employstwo differenttypes
of argument: (a) "conceptual"arguments,which exhibit the absurd consequencesof anyattemptat mappingmeaningstructuresonto an extralinguistic
reality; these exploit such things as the substance-attributerelationship,
designationand predication;(b) "mathematical"arguments,which exploit
the anomalieswhich arise when we presupposecontinuousor discontinuous
time and/or space. Argumentsof type (a) have alreadyreceivedconsiderable
attention from scholars of Madhyamika;thus the bulk of the remainderof
this articlewill focus on argumentswhichwe feel belongin category(b).
It is MMK II:1 to which Kajiyama refers when he calls Nagarjuna's
arguments"Zeno-like."And indeedthereis a clear resemblancebetweenthis
and Zeno's Arrow Paradox.
Gatamtna gamyate tivadagatath naiva gamyate
gatigatavinirmuktamtgamyaminarh na gamyate

The gone-to is not gone to, nor is the not-yet-gone-to;
In the absenceof the gone-to and the not-yet-gone-to,present-being-gone-to
is not gone to.
The modelwhichis underscrutinyhereis that whichtakesboth time and space
to be continuous,that is, infinitelydivisible.The argumentfocuses explicitly
on infinitelydivisible space, but infinitelydivisibletime must be taken as a
suppressedpremiseif the argumentis to succeed. Suppose a point moving
along a line a-c such that at time (t) the point is at b:
a

b

c

(t)

We may then ask, Wheredoes this motion take place? Now clearlypresent
motion is not taking place in the segment already traversed,a-b. Equally
clearly, however, present motion is not taking place in the segmentnot yet
traversed,b-c. Thus the going is not occurringin eitherthe gone-to or in the
not-yet-gone-to. But for any (t), the length of the line is exhausted by
(a-b) + (b-c). That is, apartfrom the gone-to and the not-yet-gone-to,there
is no place wherepresent-being-gone-to
occurs.Thereforenowhereis present
motion takingplace.
Our interpretationis confirmedby Candrakirti'scommentsin the Prasannapadd:

[The opponentclaims:]The place which is coveredby the foot should be the
location of present-being-gone-to.
This is not the case, however,since the feet
are of the natureof an aggregateof infinitesimalatoms (paramanu).The place
before the infinitesimalatom at the tip of the toe is the locus of the gone-to.
And the placebeyondthe atom at the end of the heel is the locus of the not-yetgone-to. And apartfrom this infinitesimalatom thereis no foot.12
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There are two problems involved in making sense of this passage. The first is
that we must assume the goer to be going backwards! This is easily remedied,
however, by the convenient device of scribal error. Thus if we assume that an
-a- has been dropped between tasya and gate at lines 21-22, and then inserted
between tasya and gate of line 22,13 our goer will be moving forward once again.
The second problem stems from the fact that for the argument to succeed we
must assume that a foot consisting of a single atom is being considered. This
does not constitute a serious objection, however, since the analysis may then
be applied to any geometrical point along the length of a real foot-it is for
this reason that Candrakirti begins the argument by asserting that our feet are
just aggregates of paramanu. Once these two problem are resolved, it becomes
clear that Candrakirti's interpretation of MMK II:1 involves the explicit
assumption of infinitely divisible space and the implicit assumption of infinitely
divisible time.
In MMK 11:2 Nagarjuna's opponent introduces the notion of activity or
process:
Cesta yatra gatistatra gamyamane ca sa yatah
Na gate nigate cesti gamyamine gatistatah
When there is movement there is the activity of going, and that is in presentbeing-gone-to;
The movement not being in the gone-to nor in the not-yet-gone-to, the activity
of going is in the present-being-gone-to.
This notion of an activity of going, which takes place in present-being-gone-to,
requiresminimally that we posit an extended present. This is required since only
on the supposition of an extended or 'fat' present can we ascribe activity to a
present moment of going. Thus the opponent is seeking to overcome the
objections against motion which were raised in 1:1, which involved the
supposition of infinitely divisible time. The opponent's thesis appears to be
neutral with respect to space however; it seems to be reconcilable with either a
continuous or a discontinuous theory of space.
A textual ambiguity in 11:3 has important consequences. Where Vaidya
has dvigamanam14 (double going), Teramoto has hyagamanaml5 (since a
nongoing), and May has vigamanaml6 (nongoing). Vaidya's reading seems
somewhat more likely, since "double going" is supported by the argument
of Candrakirti's commentary. However both readings yield an interpretation
which is consistent with our assumption that in 11:3 Nagarjuna will seek to
refute the case of motion in discontinuous time. Thus on Vaidya's reading
11:3 is:
Gamyaminasya gamanarhkatharmnamopapatsyate
yadd naivopapadyate
gamyamane dvigamanamh
How will there occur a going of present-being-gone-to
When there never obtains a double going of present-being-gone-to?
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On this reading the argument is against the model of motion which assumes
that both time and space are discontinuous; thus it parallels in function Zeno's
Paradox of the Stadium. Suppose that time is constituted of indivisible minims
of duration d, and space is constituted of indivisible minims of length s. Now
suppose three adjacent minims of space, A, B, and C, and suppose that an
object of length Is at time to occupies A and at time t1 occupies C, such that
the interval to-ti is Id. Now since the object has been displaced two minims
of space, that is, 2s, this means that its displacement velocity is v=2s/d. For
the object to go from A to C, however, it is clearly necessary that it traverse B,
and so the question naturally arises, When did the object occupy minim B?
Since displacement A-B is Is, by our formula we conclude that the object
occupied B at to + -d. This result is clearly impossible, however, since d is
posited as an indivisible unit of time. And yet the notion that the object went
from A to C without traversing B is unacceptable. In order to reconcile theory
with fact, we might posit an imaginary going whereby the object goes from A
through B to C, alongside the orthodox interpretation whereby the object
goes directly from A to C without traversing B. This model requires two
separate goings, however, and that is clearly absurd. Thus we must conclude
that there is no going of present-being-gone-to, since the requisite notion of
an extended present leads to absurdity.
If we accept Teramoto's or May's reading, then 11:3 becomes:
Then how will there obtain a going of present-being-gone-to,
Since there never obtains a nongoing of present-being-gone-to?
This may be taken as an argument against the model of motion which presupposes discontinuous time but a spatial continuum. Suppose that time is constituted of indivisible minims of duration d. Now suppose that a point is
moving along a line a-c at such a rate that at to the point is at a, and at t1 = to + d,
the point is at c. Now by the same argument which we used on the first reading
of II:3, for any point b lying between a and c, b is never passed by the moving
point, since motion from a to b would involve a duration less than d, which is
impossible. Thus what we must suppose is that for some definite duration d,
the point rests at a, and for some definite duration d, the point rests at c. The
whole point of the supposition at 11:2 was to introduce the notion of activity,
however. Now it seems that this supposition leads to a consequential nongoing, which is not only counterintuitive but also clearly contrary to what
the opponent sought when he presupposed an extended present. While the
principles of cinematography afford a good heuristic model of a world in which
time is discontinuous and space continuous, we do not recommend them to
anyone interested in explaining present motion through a spatial continuum.
MMK 11:4-6 continues the argument against the opponent of 11:2. Verse
4 is a good example of Nagarjuna's "conceptual" arguments against motion,
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which frequently exploit the realistic assumptions behind the Abhidharma
laksana doctrine of designation:
Gamyaminasya gamanarmyasya tasya prasajyate
rte gatergamyamanarm
gamyaminamhhi gamyate.
If there is a going of present-being-gone-to, from this it follows,
That present-being-gone-to is devoid of the activity of going (gati), since
present-being-gone-to is being gone to.
Candrakirti's commentary, with its use of terms borrowed from the grammarians, brings out the linguistic nature of the argument:
The thesis is that there is going (gamana) through the designation of presentbeing-gone-to; what obtains the action of going (gamikriyi), which is an
existent attribute, from present-being-gone-to, which is a non-existent term
devoid of the action of going; of that there follows the thesis that presentbeing-gone-to is without the activity of going (gati), [since] going (gamana)
would be devoid of the activity of going (gati). Wherefore of this, "Presentbeing-gone-to is being gone to" [is said]. The word "hi" means "because."
Therefore because of the saying that present-being-gone-to, though devoid
of the activity of going (gati), is truly gone to, here the action (kriyi) [of going]
is employed, and from this it follows that going (gamana) is devoid of the
activity of going (gati).17
In order for us to understand this, it is necessary that we back up for a moment
and look at Candrakirti's comments on 11:2. There he has the opponent
elaborate his supposition with the following remarks: "Where gati is obtained,
that is present-being-gone-to, and that is known from the action of going. It is
for just this reason that present-being-gone-to is said to be gone-to. The one is
for the purpose of knowledge (jhanirtha), and the other is for the purpose of
arriving at another place (desOntarasampraptyartha)."'8The opponent's
thesis is that movement or the process of going is to be found in the moment of
present-being-gone-to; but since the latter is not an abiding feature of our
world, but rather just a convenient fiction or conceptual fiction, there must
be available some mark or characteristic whereby it is known or singled out.
This mark is the action of going (gamikriyi). The referent of this attribute is
the real process of going, namely, gati, the activity of going. The term gamana,
'going', is now introduced in order to signify the product of the assertion that
present-being-gone-to is being gone to, namely, the going whereby presentbeing-gone-to is supposedly being gone-to.
Nagarjuna's argument is that by speaking of a going of present-being-goneto, we forfeit the right to speak of an activity of going of present-being-gone-to.
Candrakirti's elaboration of this argument may be put as follows: The object
of the opponent is to locate the activity of going in present-being-gone-to,
but before this can be done he must first isolate this moment. Since the notion
of present-being-gone-to is abstracted from a complex historical occurrence,
it is necessary that it be designated through the arbitrary assignment to it of
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the action of going, that is, we locate the moment of present-being-gone-to
by definingit as that whereinthe action of going takes place. So far there is
nothing objectionablein the opponent'sprocedure.We run into difficulties,
however,whenhe insiststhat throughthis assignmentof the actionof going to
this momenthas obtainedreal going, that is, it is truly
present-being-gone-to,
gone-to. For in this case gamikriya,ostensiblythe laksanaor mark of gati,
has in fact become the laksanaof gamana,the purportedgoing of presentbeing-gone-to.The attributeaction-of-goingcannot be used at once to refer
to the real activityof going and also to designatethe constructpresent-beinggone-to,if the resultof the latterdesignationis the attributionof going-tothis
present moment. Either of these two tasks-reference to a real activity of
going or designationof the constructpresent-being-gone-to-with-consequentgoing-exhausts the function of the laksanaaction-of-going.
Nagarjunapushes this point in 11:5-6. In verse 5 he notes that the thesis
of the opponent leads to two goings-that by which there is present-beinggone-to, and that which is the true going. Since the designationof presentbeing-gone-toas truly gone to has led to the exhaustionof the laksanaactionof-going in assigning a going wherebythe present moment is gone-to, the
attributeaction-of-goingis now incapableof impartingits purportedreferent,
realactivityof going (gati),to the going (gamana)whichis assignedto presentbeing-gone-to.We must now imaginetwo goings,one by whichpresent-beinggone-to is purportedlygone-to, and anotherwhich obtains the real attribute
of the action of going and whichthus standsfor the activityof going. And as
Nagarjunapoints out in verse 6, the consequenceof this suppositionis two
goers, since without a goer therecan be no going.
To those unfamiliarwith Madhyamikadialectic, the argumentof 11:4-6
must seem sheer sophistry. Here two things must be borne in mind. First,
Nagarjuna'sargumentis aimedat a historicalopponent,not at a strawman;
seen in the light of this historicalcontext, the argumentseems somewhatless
specious.The thesis that thereis a 'fat' temporalpresentwithinwhichmotion
to an other takes place was held by at least one Abhidharmaschool, the Pudgalavadins.19And the laksanacriterion,wherebyonly that is a real (that is, a
dharma)which bears its own laksanaor definingcharacteristic,was held in
common by all the Abhidharmaschools. This latter doctrine,when taken in
conjunctionwith the strict correspondencetheory of truth which was the
common position of early Buddhism,yields preciselythe excessivelyrealistic
attitudetowardlanguagewhichNagarjunaso consistentlyexploitsthroughout
MMK. In particular,Nagarjunais heretakingto task the opponent'sassumption of the possibilityof real definition-the propermanipulationof linguistic
symbols gives us insight into the constitutive structuresof extralinguistic
reality-and with it the assumptionof language-realityisomorphism.
Seen in this light, however,the opponent'spresuppositionsare neitheras
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farfetched nor as alien to our own philosophical concerns as they might have
seemed. And this brings us to the second point we should like to make about
Nagarjuna's line of argument in 11:4-6: The attack is not against motion per
se but against a certain attitude toward language, and so its basic point will
have effect wherever noncritical metaphysics is practiced. The argument
relies on the fact that the outcome of an analysis depends, among other things,
on the purpose behind doing the analysis. Thus the notion of a definitive
analysis of motion is inherently self-contradictory. Any account which purports
to be such an analysis can be shown to be guilty of hypostatization. When the
terms of the analysis-here, in particular gati and gamyamdna-are taken to
refer to reals, they immediately become reified, frozen out of the series of
systematic interrelationships which originally gave them, as linguistic items,
meaningfulness. This necessitates the notion of a separate apellate 'going'
whereby the real going or the real present-being-gone-to is known. This, in
turn, gives rise to the problem of the logical interrelations among these various
terms. The result is Nagarjuna's demonstration that the supposition of motion
in an extended present leads to paradoxical consequences. The point we wish
to make about this demonstration is that its efficacy extends far beyond the
limited scope of Pudgalavadin presuppositions. Even more than his and Zeno's
"mathematical" arguments, Nagarjuna's "conceptual" arguments against
motion are of greater than merely historical interest.
MMK 11:7-11 seeks to further demonstrate the impossibility of motion
by focusing on the notion of a goer. In verse 7 Nagarjuna states the obvious
point that there is a goer if there is a going. Verses 8 and 9 then convert this,
by means of the conclusion of II: 1-6 that no going occurs in the three times,
to the consequence that there can be no goer. MMK II:10-11 then utilize
essentially the same argument as verses 4-5, but here apply it to the notion of
a goer:
Pakso ganti gacchatiti yasya tasya prasajyate
gamanena vini gantd gantur-gamanamicchatah.
Gamane dye prasajyate gantd yadyuta gacchati
ganteti cocyate yena ganta san yacca gacchati
The thesis is that the goer goes: from this it follows
That there is a goer without a going, having obtained a going from a goer.
Two goings follow if the goer goes:
That by which "the goer" is designated, and the real goer who goes.
Here again we see that the assumption of language-reality isomorphism leads
to paradoxical consequences; in this case the analysis of the notion of a goer
leads to two goings, one on the side of language, the other on the side of reality.
MMK 11:12-13 allows two divergent interpretations: one takes it to be
an argument of the "mathematical" type, the other to be an argument of the
"conceptual" type. The verses are as follows:
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Gate nirabhyate ganturmgantari nirabhyate 'gate
Nirabhyate gamyamine gantumirabhyate kuha.
Na piirvarhgamanirambhid gamyamanarmna va gatam
yatrirabhyeta gamanamagate gamanarhkutah.
Going is not commenced at the gone-to, nor is going commenced in the notyet-gone-to;
It is not begun in present-being-gone-to; where, then, is going commenced?
Present-being-gone-to does not exist prior to the commencement of going,
nor is there a gone-to
Where going should begin; how can there be a going in the not-yet-gone-to?
The "mathematical" interpretation of this argument assumes infinitely divisible
time, or a temporal continuum. No special assumptions about the nature of
space are required, so that space may be taken as either continuous or discontinuous. The argument may thus be taken to correspond in function to
either Zeno's Arrow Paradox or to the Paradox of Achilles and the Tortoise.
Assume an individual, Devadatta, who during the interval to-t1 is standing at
a given location, and at some time during the interval t1-t2 leaves that location.
Then assume that there is some time tx contained in the interval t1-t2, subsequent to which Devadatta is going. We may now ask when Devadatta commenced to go. The interval to-tx exhaustively describes the duration of Devadatta's not-going. And the interval tx-t2 exhaustively describes the duration
of Devadatta's going for the period that concerns us. Then since (to-tx) +
(tx-t2) covers the entire duration of the analysis, we must conclude that at no
time does Devadatta actually commence to go, that is, at no time does the
activity of commencing to go take place. Similarly, where i is an infinitesimal
increment in duration (that is, a ksana subphase), then for any n, (t1+ n i) < t
and (t2 - n-i)>tx Therefore at no time does the commencement of going
take place.
The "conceptual" interpretation of this argument goes as follows: The
gone-to, the not-yet-gone-to, and present-being-gone-to, as temporal moments,
are not naturally occurring existents, but rather conventional entities defined
in relation to going. It is therefore impossible to designate these three moments
prior to the commencement of going. It is impossible to speak of going actually
taking place, however, without this division of the temporal stream into the
three moments of gone-to, etc. In other words, a necessary condition of our
recognizing the commencement of going is our being in a position to speak
of a time where going has ceased, a time where going is presently taking place,
etc. If we are to succeed in designating the commencement of going, it must
take place in one of these three moments-and, of course, the not-yet-gone-to
may be exluded from our considerations as a possible locus of the commencement of going, since by definition no going may take place in it. Thus the commencement of going must take place either in the gone-to or in present-being-
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gone-to. This is impossible, however, since neither of these moments may be
designated prior to the commencement of going.
Candrakirti's commentary on 1I:13 appears to support this interpretation:
"If Devadatta is standing, having stopped here, then he does not commence
going. Of him prior to the beginning of going there is no present-being-gone-to
having its origin in time, nor is there a gone-to where going should be begun.
Therefore from the non-existence of gone-to and present-being-gone-to, there
is no beginning of going."20
A moment's reflection will show, however, that this interpretation is not
substantially different from the "mathematical" interpretation of the argument, particularly the second version, which made use of infinitesimal increments of duration. Indeed on this interpretation the argument seems specious
unless we make the additional assumption that its target includes a "knife-edge"
picture of time. Thus if one assumes that time is continuous and infinitely
divisible, then at the instant (that is, time-point) at which going actually
commences, there is in fact no real motion, since this is just the dimensionless
dividing-line between the period of rest and the period of motion. And no
matter how many infinitesimal increments one adds to the period of rest
after it has supposedly terminated, the same situation will prevail. Moreover,
as long as one is unable to locate real motion, one will likewise be unable to
discern a gone-to and present-being-gone-to. This means, however, that we
will never succeed in designating a commencement of going. Nagarjuna
summarizes the results of II:12-13 in verse 14:
Gatari kimhgamyaminatmkimagatarhkith vikalpyate
adrsyamgnadrambhegamanasyaiva sarvatha.
The gone-to, present-being-gone-to, the not-yet-gone-to, all are mentally
fabricated,
The beginning of going not being seen in any way.
In the remaining verses of Chapter II (15-25) Nagarjuna continues his
task of refuting motion by defeating various formulations designed to show
how real motion is to be analyzed. Thus, for example, in II: 15 the opponent
argues for the existence of motion from the existence of rest; that is, since the
two notions are relative, if the one has real reference, the other must also.
In particular we may speak of a goer ceasing to go. As Nagarjuna shows in
II: 15-17, however, the designation of this abiding goer is even more difficult
than the designation of a goer who actually goes. There are also arguments
concerning the relationship between goer and activity of going, and the relationship between goer and that which is to be gone-to. None of these introduces
any new style of argumentation, however; all seem to be variations on objections
already raised. In particular, none of the arguments presented in these verses
is susceptible to a "mathematical" interpretation. Thus we shall bring our
analysis of MMK II to a close here, merely noting in passing that where Zeno
has four Paradoxes, one designed to refute each permutation of the ramified
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Pythagorean spatiotemporal analysis, we have succeeded in uncovering only
three such arguments in Nagarjuna. The first (II: 1) covers the case of infinitely
divisible space and infinitely divisible time; the third (11:12-13) deals with
infinitely divisible time, and thus covers the two cases of discontinuous space
and infinitely divisible time, and continuous or infinitely divisible space and
infinitely divisible time (already covered by II: 1). The second "mathematical"
argument (II:3), depending on how one reads it, covers either discontinuous
space and discontinuous time (Vaidya), or continuous, infinitely divisible
space and discontinuous time (Teramoto, May). Thus depending on which
text of 11:3 is rejected, the corresponding permutation of the four possible
analyses will not be covered by Nagarjuna's arguments.
The natural philosophies against which Zeno and Nagarjuna argue are
surprisingly similar. It seems likely that in each case the account in question
began as an atomism, maintaining that the universe is additive and that it is
composed of some sort of minims or atoms; we can then suppose that each
of these theories was severely shaken by the discovery of J/2 and the incommensurability of the hypotenuse of a unit right triangle with its side, which
prove the impossibility of proper minims. However the result of this discovery
was, in each case, not the abandonment of atomism, but an ill-fated attempt
to reconcile that atomism with the new mathematical knowledge, an attempt
which resulted in great confusion and inconsistency.
Zeno and Nagarjuna attack these muddled systems for similar reasons.
Neither is constructing a system or defending a thesis of his own; each is,
instead, attacking his opponents' positions to provide indirect proof of an
established doctrine. The doctrines defended are, however, completely different
in kind. Zeno argues against pluralism to support the monism of his teacher
Parmenides, a theory of the same type as that being rejected. Nagarjuna, on
the other hand, attacks pluralism, among other theories, to support the doctrine
of emptiness, a doctrine of a higher logical order than those which he refutes.
There is a further difference between the two philosophers, in that, unlike
Zeno, Nagarjuna designs his refutations as much to elucidate his chosen
doctrine as to defend it: In providing a philosophical rationale for "emptiness"
he is exhibiting the true import of this term, which occurs essentially undefined
in the Prajiiaparamita literature. In showing why all dharmas are empty,
Nagarjuna gives the first truly formal account of the meaning of this doctrine.
There are also important similarities between the two philosophers' styles
of argument. Both, as we have seen, are given to the use of indirect proof.
Both make use of a "mathematical" style of argument which accepts the
opponent's premises and demonstrates that they entail either absurdities or
consequences unacceptable to the opponent. However, Nagarjuna also makes
use of a very different sort of argument-one which approaches the problem
in question from a meta-level, showing the problem as one of reification,
arising from the opponent's attempt to project his analysis out onto some
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extralinguistic "reality," and to make the terms of this analysis correspond to
independent entities in that "reality." There are other differences as well.
Zeno is far more formal and systematic in his arguments than is Nagarjuna in
his "mathematical" arguments; Zeno constructs Paradoxes to cover all four
possible cases of spatiotemporal continuity and/or discontinuity, whereas
Nagarjuna has only three arguments, and these tend to overlap. On the other
hand, Nagarjuna seems more clearly aware of the nature of his opponents'
fallacy, the confusion of mathematical analysis with physical occurrence and
of mathematical fictions or conventions with physical entities.
By means of their various arguments concerning motion, both Zeno and
Nagarjuna reach the conclusion that no intelligible account of motion is
possible. However, the two proceed from this point of agreement in quite
different directions. Zeno concludes that since no intelligible account of motion
can be given, and since the unintelligible cannot exist, therefore motion itself
is impossible, and Being must be unmoving. This supports Parmenides'
doctrine that Being is one and unchanging. Nagarjuna concludes instead
that it is impossible to give an intelligible account of motion because to do so is
to attempt to make a description or analysis designed to cope with a certain
limited practical problem apply far beyond its sphere of competence. This in
turn supports the thesis that metaphysics is a fundamentally misguided undertaking. One could only tie everything up into one neat bundle if there were
some single extralinguistic reality, "the world," out there standing as guarantor
of the veracity of one's account. The nature of "reality," which is just our
experience of a constructedworld, is determined by the nature of the language
in which it is described-and that varies according to the task at hand. For
this reason any rational speculative metaphysics is impossible.
As has been noted by others, the two philosophers' treatments of motion
are remarkably similar, despite their great separation in time, place and culture.
What differences there are between the two can largely be accounted for by
the differing purposes of these accounts.
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